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The HERO's a revolutionary Soft Tail, designed, manufactured and finished in 
Italy with our exclusive LUNAR HM Carbo/Kevlar Technology.  
 
We took the previous HERO to the next level, thanks to our R&D team, our 
Factory Racing Team and supported PRO athletes.  
The project was already good but we wanted optimize the ZTECH technology 
and have an overall even better performance.


The geometry is the same as the previous HERO: no reason to change what 
works. It’s a nimble 29er, which doesn’t feel like the wheels are unwieldy. The 
shaping of the rear triangle has been refined, with forms and curves. This is MTT, 
Micro Travel Technology, and it brings 20mm of plush to your ride. 

The rear end is now designed for 12x148 Boost. The cables run internally, and 
we’ve applied our DTIC dual technology (electronic or mechanical) drivetrains as 
every Zerouno frame. 

The bike features the BB92 bottom bracket standard for maximum design 
flexibility and drivetrain stiffness. Because of the size of the BB shell, we have 
integrated a chain catcher in front of the BB and a chain suck plate behind it. 
Lateral stiffness is enhanced by the 1 1/8” to 1 1/2” tapered headset. 
 
 We recommend a fork with 100mm of travel and 51mm offset. The rear brake 
mounts on the natural-born postmount system, accommodates 160mm rotors.


 




KEY FEATURES


• HERO SL Frame with LUNAR Carbon Kevlar

• 20mm Chain Stay travel with Zero pivot

• ZTECH Energy ChainStay technology

• Racing Geometry

• Bottom Bracket PF92 with 41mm

• Variable Stiffness Grade 


 

LUNAR CARBON KEVLAR (Zylon embedded) 

Exclusive Soft-Tail system handcrafted with our exclusive LUNAR Carbon/Kevlar 
(Zylon™ ) material. The mechanical characteristics of the Zylon, mixed with the 
Carbon filaments allowed our engineers to create the HERO Soft Tail.






With FEA software, we can simulate different forces on a virtual model of the 
frame and adjust the frame construction accordingly. FEA software enables us 
to create complete 
v i r t u a l p r o t o t y p e s 
incorporating all the 
physical phenomena 
that exist in real-world 
env i ronments . Th is 
technology allowed us 
to fi rm the ZTECH 
Chain Stay flexibility at 
20mm.


With this new HERO 
frame you can now 
choose 3 grade of 
stiffness of the frame: 
Comfort, Firm and Hard. 
Also you can choose 
the carbon finishing 
between our Optical 
LUNAR 1K,  3K or 4K 
Twil l . Also you can 
customize frame colors, 
choose the components that fit you better and if needed, you can have custom 
geometry.

 
The HERO frame can be customized on external carbon finishing, painting, build 
components but also geometry, in case is needed. 
This new HERO is now available in XS, S, M, L, XL sizes, plus the custom 
geometry. 
The 41mm (BB-PF92) Bottom Bracket cage is now a full composite box that can 
fit Press Feet Bottom Brackets systems. We are bringing the 41mm (BB-PF92 
for MTB and BB-PF86 for road bikes), to all Zerouno frames. This standards 
allowed to install a Bottom Bracket with bigger bearings which is means have 
better bearing longevity and 30% more stiffness.




ZTECH 
 
Those extra 20mm that give you better stability and grip compared to an Hard 
Tail frame. The ZTECH technology works at the opposite way compared to a 
traditional rear shock. A normal rear shock use a “passive” scheme, which is 
mean that the air pressure inside of the shock is the energy that keep the bike 
up and the force coming from the payment actioned the internal air piston. The 
ZTECH system instead have the Chain Stay fibre charged in the opposite way of 
the pavement and the force come from the rear wheel have a max of 20mm to 
fight for.





Zero Pivots, no extra weight, no extra maintenance, better efficiency, higher 
performance! This is our ZTECH Energy Chain Stay technology, feel the 
difference!


SW DROPOUTS 
 
On the previous model the support of the dropout was a bulky additional part in 
alloy, molded to the carbon chain stay. The new dropouts are designed to be 
integrated on the thru-axle system thanks to a hollow tubular design that allows 



a simple and light weight structure. Available for SRAM and Shimano DM 
derailleurs, this dropout increases the stiffness and avoids damage to the frame 
in case of impacts on the rear derailleur.


BOOST 


Boost is a hub and drivetrain standard developed by SRAM. Boost is built 
around a wider rear and front hub and enables stiffer wheels due to a wider 
spoke bracing angle. Boost 148 rear hubs move each flange of the rear hub 
three millimeters wider.

Boost is designed as a complete system so drivetrain performance isn’t 
compromised. Even though Boost pushes the cogs three millimeters outboard, 
the crankarm Q-Factor remains the same as the Boost system’s crankset utilizes 
front chainrings that sit a corresponding 3mm outward to ensure the required 
chainline. Boost cranks can only be 
used when paired with a 148mm hub. 
On the front the hub spacing is 
increased by 10mm to 110mm. 
Increased wheel stiffness and greater 
clearance for bigger tires are the main 
advantages of Boost technology. On 
our bikes, we wanted to go beyond the 
basics and reap all the benefits of this 
innovation by optimizing frame design 
and geometry.The 3 mm outboard 
chain ring adds clearance in the chain 
stay area that allows a substantial 
increase of the chain stay tube cross-
section. Correspondingly, the stiffness 
in this part of the frame improves. Also, 
with a wider range of positions for the 
rear wheel, the frame geometry can be adjusted. We can shorten the chainstays 
for more agile handling.


Unique Soft-Tail technology Handcrafted in Italy with Carbon and Kevlar Zylon 
imbedded, make the HERO's the most performance MTB on the planet.


FOLLOW NO ONE, RIDE ZEROUNO!


